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Introduction

Approximately 30% of Teesside University [TU] undergraduate 

Chemical Engineering students are sponsored by employers in 

the chemicals industry, and study Part-Time [PT] on a day-

release timetable. Group project modules have proven 

problematic for these students for two reasons:

1. their day-release schedule makes engaging with ongoing 

group work difficult, thereby affecting module performance;

2. they are employed in different roles across a range of 

sectors, and some are involved in equivalent projects in 

industry, thereby diminishing the learning benefits to them 

on the module.

The popularisation of online platforms for collaborative work 

has minimised the impact of issue #1 (Gooneratne & Russell, 

2021). This current work presents flexible assessment as a 

mechanism for addressing issue #2, by treating PT students as 

students with a diverse lived experience, similar to students 

with protected characteristics.

The Path to Inclusivity through Flexibility

The phases presented here are adapted from the UN CRPD General 

Comment on the right to inclusive education (United Nations, 2016) 

and MCIE’s Think Inclusive blog (Villegas, 2017).

Each phase details the format (Product) and operation (Process) of the 

assessment.

The Next Steps for PT Students on 

Group Project Modules

Within Current Module

The Chemical Process Design module assessment is currently 

at the Integration stage. The Module Specification has been 

updated to read:

Transition to the Inclusion stage will involve incorporating the 

alternative assessment into the standard assessment brief, and 

updating the delivery pattern to include a formal mechanism to 

identify students eligible for the alternative assessment.

Beyond Current Module

This style of group project module is a feature of all TU 

undergraduate Engineering courses. A number of these 

courses have a significant proportion of PT students and in 

some disciplines, an increasing number of these students are 

enrolled on Degree Apprenticeship routes.

Accounting for diverse lived experiences within the standard in-

course assessment will provide these students with an 

authentic assessment experience, without segregating them 

from FT students.

Flexible Assessment as a form of 

Inclusive Assessment

Recommendations for introducing 

Flexibility in Assessment

These lessons learnt are not exhaustive, but provide a starting 

point for modifying existing assessments and generating new 

assessments that are truly flexible and inclusive.

True inclusivity in assessment (for PT students or otherwise) is 

achieved when the flexibility introduced enables tutors to 

respond to students’ individual learning needs without having to 

highlight them, i.e. without treating some students as ‘other’.

Module Context

Chemical Process Design is an FHEQ Level 5 (Year 2) module 

on the TU BEng / MEng Chemical Engineering courses.

The module involves students working in groups to solve an 

industrially relevant design problem. It is meant to be a 

precursor for the major design project at Level 6.

The module runs over nine (9) weeks, with the final week being 

an intensive period during which other modules pause delivery.

Default Assessment

Assessment is via a presentation at the end of the intensive 

week and a technical report due shortly after.

Students work in groups of 4-6 members.

Each group produces a PFD and mass and energy balances 

for an established process, and the chemical design with 

associated process safety considerations for one process unit.

Alternative Assessment for eligible PT students

Assessment is via a technical report at the end of the semester.

The student uses case studies from their personal industrial 

experience to demonstrate achievement of all module learning 

outcomes.

The report must be signed off by the student’s Line Manager.

Phase 1: Assimilation

• High convenience for tutors

• Low satisfaction for students

Product

• Default assessment for all students

Process

• No recognition of lived experience

• Groups comprise all students

Phase 2: Exclusion

• Low convenience for tutors

• Moderate satisfaction 

for students

Product

• Module exemption for eligible PT students

• Default assessment for all other students

Process

• Student-initiated recognition of lived experience; authorised by 

Course Leader

• Groups comprise a mixture of all FT and PT students not eligible 

for module exemption

Phase 3: Segregation

• Low convenience for tutors

• High satisfaction for students

Product

• Alternative assessment for eligible PT students

• Default assessment for all other students

Process

• Course Leader-initiated recognition of lived experience

• Groups comprise a mixture of all FT and PT students not eligible 

for alternative assessment

Phase 4: Integration

• Moderate convenience for tutors

• High satisfaction for students

Product

• Alternative assessment for eligible PT students

• Default assessment for all other students

• Module Specification recognises flexibility

Process

• Tutor-initiated recognition of lived experience

• Groups comprise a mixture of all FT and PT students not eligible 

for alternative assessment 

Phase 5: Inclusion

• High convenience for tutors

• High satisfaction for students

Product

• Single assessment with inbuilt flexibility

• Module Specification recognises flexibility

Process

• Tutor-initiated recognition of lived experience prior to group 

formation

• Groups comprise all students without relevant lived experience
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FLIP your view of assessment

Rather than treating assessment as a tutor-

owned tool to test student understanding, treat 

it as a student-owned tool to demonstrate their 

understanding to tutors.

CHECK the Learning Outcomes

Go back to the learning outcomes. Are there 

multiple ways of achieving these outcomes?

Ask WHAT IF

See how your default assessment would serve 

students with different lived experiences. Are 

all your students able to use the assessment 

effectively to demonstrate their understanding?

REVIEW the assessment format

Consider why you’re using the current method 

to assess. Is it because it’s the only way to do 

it, or because it’s always been done that way?

REBUILD the assessment

Rather than treating flexibility as an add-on, 

re-imagine the assessment to be inclusive and 

student-centric from the start.

KEEP IT SIMPLE

Introducing flexibility into assessment shouldn’t 

make things more difficult for tutors or students. 

Part-time students currently engaged in sufficient 

relevant activity in their host workplace may be able 

to base their assessment on a current / recent project 

at their workplace instead of the default chemical 

plant. Such students will require authorisation from 

the student’s employer to ensure all legal and ethical 

requirements are met, and permission for this 
alternative will be at the Module Leader’s discretion.

Flexible Assessment is … inclusive!

Flexible assessment aims to respond to students’ 

individual learning needs (Elkington, 2020) and is 

therefore an inclusive practice, as it affords all 

students an equitable learning experience (United 

Nations, 2016). Approaches such as Universal 

Design for Learning (UDL) and Culturally 

Sustaining Pedagogy (CSP) offer mechanisms for 

incorporating inclusivity in assessment.

Flexible Assessment is … authentic!

Flexibility gives students ownership of their learning 

and encourages authentic engagement (Irwin & 

Hepplestone, 2012). Hanesworth et al. (2019) 

proposed that combining UDL and CSP and 

focusing on the tutor-student partnership would 

lead to truly inclusive and flexible assessment.

Flexible Assessment is … necessary!

Currently, the most common method of considering 

the diversity of students in assessment is through 

individual accommodations (Nieminen, 2022). This 

treats inclusivity as a means of removing barriers 

to ableist notions of success. Flexibility in 

assessment supports students with a diverse lived 

experience without branding them as ‘other’, 

leading to better engagement and attainment.
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